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I recently acquired the new W.W.11 Roberts
class 15” gun monitor H.M.S. Roberts, name ship of
the class, and have found it to be a very interesting
model. Although I was already familiar with the
concept of the idea or of the use of such vessels, to
have a model of one in my hands gave me a
completelydifferent understanding of the whole idea.

When I looked at the design of the hull and
the general shape of the ship it became obvious that
the design was something that I had not had any real
understanding of. I was aware that these ships had a
shallow draught and were of a wide and short hull
and they possessed a bulged hull for anti-torpedo
protection, but until one is confronted with the model
I had no real appreciation of the end shape or reality.

The hull is completely flat bottomed and
ridiculously wide and I feel that it could traverse
really shallow water and even if necessary beach
itself without any real damage. The torpedo bulges
are very pronounced and seem to me to be larger in
reality than those fitted to most other capitol vessels
of the era. As I have experienced before the attempt
by an Asian manufacturer to describe the shape or
design concept in English often leaves a little to be
desired. So I was again amused to read the attempt
this time. I quote “H.M.S. Roberts on the use of main
guns of 381mm calibre 42 times Mark-1 mo turret, is
the time queen Elizabeth class and H.M.S. Hood the
main gun derived type. The ship also prepared the 4
seat double 102mm 45 times diameter “MK-V” dual

rapid-fire guns. It`s features is the the Roberts class
destroyers hull waterline near mustered a huge
torpedo compartment accounting for about 3/5 of the
total length of the hull, the compartment to improve
driving stability, reduce the depth and improve
underwater protection has important significance.”
Unquote. I think that the above describes the model
perfectly and I personally could not do better.

Now for a little potted history, the class
consisted of only two vessels the Roberts and the
Abercrombie which was completed about two years
later. Roberts was named after a former field marshal
and the Abercrombie was named after a Lt. General.
Both ships were widely used for shore bombardment
and proved their worth. The Abercrombie was, I
believe, damaged a couple of times by mines during
the Italian campaign and was repaired and sent to the
Pacific but was too late to see service in that theatre.
After she returned home she was used for gunnery
training and an accommodation ship until disposed
of. Roberts was sold for scrap at war`s end but leased
back and used as an accommodation ship at Chatham
for a long period so that the navy paid more in rent
than they got when she was sold, when she was
finally dismantled for scrap metal it was all profit for
her dismantlers. I have, a couple of times as I grew
up, heard ex-navy types talk of monitors getting in so
close to targets during the campaign in the “Med.” So
that they were too close to be engaged by shore
batteries as those batteries were mounted on higher



ground.
Now for the kit which is of course from

Trumpeter. It is a really a great kit with a lot of detail.
Upon opening the box I find it packed full of
goodies. We have the obligatory two hull halves, a
one piece deck, eight sprues, three superstructure
pieces and a preformed stand along with three etched
metal frets plus a decal sheet. Also hiding in with the
etched sets was a length of chain. I quailed at the
sight of the etched sets as the detail was miniscule to
say the least. Working with these very fine etchings
I found that one needs to cut them out on an old
ceramic tile or such as they are destroyed if cut on a
cutting mat.

Construction starts with the hull and the new
technology used in moulds these days has produced
a hull with a level of detail that is breathtaking to say
the very least. The hull halves joint line along the
centre only needed a touch of putty to disguise it. The
three bulkheads and two pins made for an
exceptionally strong and rigid hull. After gluing on
the deck it became the strongest hull I have worked
on. I elected to leave off the shafts and props etc at
this stage as they are too prone to damage. Next came
all the small bits with stacks of etchings and that is

where I relearned a few lessons that I had been
ignoring. USE A SOLID CUTTING SURFACE.
Idiots never learn. I managed to muddle through
these steps and produce many parts that are of a
standard that I am ashamed of. In the following steps
one adds a lot of these parts and the detail level is
unbelievable. Small ammo lockers and ordinary
lockers have etched door panels etc. Having to wear
a head band magnifier to do all this is very wearying
and it took me many short sessions to do them.

As one works on the various superstructure
sub assemblies these also have an exceptional level
of etched detail and are requiring a high level of
attention. The funnel cap is beyond anything I have
done in the past. Painting was a nightmare as I
wanted to leave most of the etching in its natural
colour and this required a lot of careful planning and
much rethinking of what to do and when to do it. All
I can say is that if I was to do another monitor kit I
would do it different. I am not as happy as I would
like to be but I am still happy with the model.


